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Midterm Examination II

Please Place your name of the BACK of the LAST PAGE of the examination!

There are four questions on this examination. The first question is a series of 5 (true-false) questions, each worth 4 points each for a total of 20 points. The other three questions are open-ended with point values as indicated. Please answer all questions and show all work on this examination paper. Please answer all questions and show all work on your examination paper. You may use the back of the sheets if necessary

Question I 20 points:

In the following true-false questions, answer all questions, there is no penalty for guessing. Please circle the appropriate response!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) In a deterministic dynamic Program (DP), the amount of computations at each stage depends upon the feasible range for the state values.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) In a network representation of a DP, the nodes represent the state values at each stage and the arcs represent the feasible alternatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) If the lifetime of a radio is exponentially distributed with a mean value of ten years, the probability it will be working after an additional ten years is most nearly Exp(-10).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) In an M/M/1/∞ model with arrival rate λ and service rate μ, λP₀ = μP₁.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) In an M/G/∞ system model, Lq = Wq = 0 for such a system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Question II: 25 points

The manager of a market can hire either Mary or Alice. Mary, who gives service at an exponential rate of 20 customers per hour, can be hired at a hourly rate of $3 per hour. Alice, who gives service at an exponential rate of 30 customers per hour, can be hired at a rate of $C per hour. The manager estimates that, on the average, each customer's time is worth $1 per hour and should be accounted for in the model. If customers arrive at a Poisson rate of 10 per hour, then

a) What is the average cost per hour if Mary is hired? if Alice is hired?

b) Find $C$ if the average cost per hour is the same for Mary and Alice.
Question III: 25 points

The Won Hung Rhee Chinese carry-out restaurant serves two dishes, chow-mein and spare ribs. There are two separate windows, one for chow-mein and one for spare ribs. Customers arrive according to a Poisson process with a mean rate of 20/hr. Sixty percent go to the chow-mein window while 40% go to the rib window. Twenty percent of those who come from the chow-mein window with their order go next to the rib window; the other 80% leave the restaurant. Ten percent of those who purchase ribs then go to the chow-mein window while the other 90% leave.

It takes on the average 4 minutes to fill a chow-mein order and 5 minutes to fill a spare-rib order, the service times being exponential.

a) How many customers on average are in the restaurant?
b) What is the average wait at each window?
c) If a person wants both chow mein and spare ribs, how long, on the average, does she spend in the restaurant?
Question IV: 30 points

The Copy Shop is open 5 days per week for copying materials that are brought to the shop. It has three identical copying machines that are run by employees of the shop. Only two operators are kept on duty to run the machines, so the third machine is a spare that is used only when one of the other machines breaks down. When a machine is being used, the time until it breaks down has an exponential distribution with a mean of 2 weeks. If one machine breaks down while the other two are operational, a service representative is called in to repair it, in which case the total time from the breakdown until the repair is completed has an exponential distribution with a mean of 0.2 week. However, if a second machine breaks down before the first one has been repaired, the third machine is shut off while the two operators work together to repair this second machine quickly, in which case its repair time has an exponential distribution with a mean of only $1/15$ week.

If the service representative finishes repairing the first machine before the two operators complete the repair of the second, the operators go back to running the two operational machines while the representative finishes the second repair, in which case the remaining repair time has an exponential distribution with a mean of 0.2 week.

(a) Letting the state of the system be the number of machines not working construct the rate diagram for this queueing system.

(b) Use the balance equations to find the steady-state distribution of the number of machines not working.

(c) What is the expected number of operators available for copying?